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abstract
Increasing the knowledge in climate radiative feedbacks is critical for current climate
studies. This work focuses on short-term relationships between global mean surface
temperature and top-of-atmosphere (TOA) net radiation. The relationships may be used
to characterize the climate feedback as suggested by some recent studies. As those
recent studies, an energy balance model with ocean mixed layer and both radiative and
non-radiative heat sources is used here. The signiﬁcant improvement of current model
is that climate system memories are considered.
Based on model simulations, short-term relationship between global mean surface
temperature and TOA net radiation (or the linear striation feature as suggested by
previous studies) might represent climate feedbacks when the system had no
memories. However, climate systems with the same short-term feedbacks but different
memories would have a similar linear striation feature. This linear striation feature
reﬂects only fast components of climate feedbacks and may not represent the total
climate feedback even when the memory length of climate systems is minimal. The
potential errors in the use of short-term relationships in estimations of climate
sensitivity could be big. In short time scales, fast climate processes may overwhelm
long-term climate feedbacks. Thus, the climate radiative feedback parameter obtained
from short-term data may not provide a reliable estimate of climate sensitivity. This
result also suggests that long-term observations of global surface temperature and TOA
radiation are critical in the understanding of climate feedbacks and sensitivities.
Published by Elsevier Ltd.

1. Introduction
In the last couple of decades, the accuracy in prediction
of the responses of the Earth’s climate system to the
increase of CO2 concentration within the atmosphere has
not been signiﬁcantly improved due to large climate
feedback uncertainties in global climate models (GCMs).
The envelope of predicted increases in global
mean surface temperature for a doubled-CO2 (2  CO2)
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atmosphere is as wide as from 1.0 K up to more than
10 K [1]. Shrinking the wide prediction range of climate
sensitivity and/or reducing the large climate feedback
uncertainties are urgent tasks for both climate sciences
and socioeconomic policies, which require advanced
observation, analyses and modeling of the climate system.
Most climate change projections are based on GCM
simulated results. However, the extremely-complicated
climatic phenomena make it impossible for GCMs to
account for all major physical processes accurately.
Incomplete knowledge of the processes such as
those associated with clouds and precipitation causes
considerable differences in their representations in
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individual GCMs, which, in turn, creates large uncertainties in projected climate changes. To improve the understanding and model performance of physical processes of
the climate system, many diagnoses of climate sensitivity
with both modeling and observational results have been
conducted, especially on the relationships between
top-of-atmosphere (TOA) radiation and surface temperature ﬁelds (e.g. [2–6]). Climate processes in various spatial
and temporal scales are studied in these diagnoses, and
signiﬁcantly different conclusions are made. Some recent
studies [7–10] even suggest to use short-term (time scale
less than a decade) observational results to evaluate GCMs
and to assess climate sensitivity and feedbacks.
Since a generalized approach in estimating climate
feedbacks from climate records may require to consider
both internal and external sources of the variability of
TOA radiation as suggested by Forster and Gregory [7],
Spencer and Braswell [9] simulated short-term relationship between global TOA net radiation and surface
temperature based on an energy balance model with
climate heat sources from certain radiative responses
(feedback), internal radiative variations (non-feedback),
and non-radiative (internal) heating components. Internal
heating sources are needed in the simulation because only
mixed layer of oceans is considered in the model and
there are signiﬁcant vertical heat transports between the
mixed layer and deep oceans. Also, energy conversion
among different heat forms, such as radiative energy and
latent heat, is common in the climate system. From their
simulation, Spencer and Braswell found climate sensitivities established from the statistics of average values of
TOA net radiation and surface temperature as done by
most observational analyses were signiﬁcantly different
from the ‘true’ sensitivities speciﬁed in their model, and
claimed that potential positive biases could exist in most
of current observational diagnoses of climate feedbacks
including cloud and possible other feedbacks. To further
their study on the climate sensitivity using their model
simulations and satellite Cloud and the Earth’s Radiant
Energy System (CERES) observations, Spencer and
Braswell [11] (hereafter SB09) noticed both spiral characteristics and linear striation features of certain branches
of spirals in climatic phase space (or the relationship
between TOA net radiation and surface temperature). The
time scales of those linear features were much shorter
than those of the whole simulated results or observed
data. Because of the consistency between the slopes of the
linear striations in simulated results and the modelspeciﬁed climate sensitivity, they argued that those
short-term relationships between TOA net radiation and
surface temperature might reﬂect the real climate
sensitivity. Based on their theory and CERES measurements, they estimated that the climate system has a low
sensitivity with a strong negative feedback parameter
around 6 W/m2/K. With this negative feedback parameter, the predicted global warming for 2  CO2
atmosphere (3.7 W/m2 forcing) would be about 0.6 K, much
less than most model predictions and even falling out of the
envelop of IPCC future climate projections of various GCMs.
The use of short-term data to determine climate
sensitivity related to processes of much longer time scales

such as those for 2  CO2 atmosphere is considerably
different from most of previous climate studies. One
concern is that short-term data may not clearly show
long-term variability and feedbacks, and lead signiﬁcant
errors in the diagnosed climate sensitivity. Indeed, shortterm linear striations in the phase space could mislead the
general climate feedback features as demonstrated by this
study. The modeling and data analyzing methods used in
this study are basically the same as SB09. The major
difference is that a more realistic climate system with
system memory is considered. As pointed out by Lin et al.
[12], the actual climate system has certain memories for
climate states. For example, the global mean surface
temperature anomalies of the Goddard Institute for Space
Studies (GISS; [13]; updated at http://data.giss.nasa.gov/
gistemp/) exhibit signiﬁcant memories up to about eight
years in their autocorrelation function (95% or higher
conﬁdence level).
Next section discusses the basic energy balance model,
while Section 3 presents and analyzes simulated results.
The conclusion and major ﬁndings are summarized in
Section 4.
2. Methodology
Like SB09, this study uses the energy balance model of
Spencer and Braswell [9] to simulate surface temperature
variations of the climate system assumed to contain only
ocean mixed layer (or a shallow water model). The basic
heating sources include both radiative and non-radiative
components. The radiative component accounts for
climate forcing, feedback and natural variability terms.
The natural radiation variability term mainly involves the
non-feedback natural changes in clouds and other climate
variables (such as the albedos of snow caps and vegetation canopies) that affect global net radiation at different,
especially interannual, time scales. This natural variability
term is parameterized as a low frequency radiative
heating with 5-year oscillation cycle. The non-radiative
components generally represent fast climate processes
such as those related to surface evaporation cooling and
weather systems. Since the simulated climate system
contains only a shallow water layer, some heat sources
such as deep oceans would also provide certain nonradiative heating to the climate system. In current
simulations, this non-radiative heating component is
assumed to satisfy Gaussian random distributions with
zero daily mean values. Thus, the global mean climate in a
unit area [9] can be expressed as
Cp

dT
¼ F þ ftot T þ N þS,
dt

ð1Þ

where T and t represent the small global mean surface
temperature perturbation and the time, respectively; Cp is
the climate heat capacity, assumed to be proportional to
an effective depth (100 m) of the ocean mixed layer;
and F and ftot represent climate forcing term and the
coefﬁcient of total climate radiative feedbacks, respectively. Were the climate in a normal state (or zero
forcing), any small temperature perturbation would cause
at least a  3.3 W/m2/K of radiative heat release to space
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mainly because of blackbody emission [6]. Thus,
the feedback coefﬁcient for the normal condition fn is
3.3 W/m2/K. For a climate, any feedback coefﬁcient ftot
values larger (smaller) than fn would be the result of
positive (negative) climate feedbacks besides the blackbody thermal emission (Note: hereafter the meaning of
‘positive’ or ‘negative’ climate feedbacks is based on this
blackbody emission concern). The N and S values
represent non-radiative heating and the non-feedback
natural radiative variability terms, respectively.
Since the climate system described by Eq. (1) only deals
with short-time scale (including instantaneous) feedbacks
and climate states, no historical climate state (or memory)
is involved. Thus, we call the feedback coefﬁcients in the
equation as short-term feedback fS. For short-time scales
and small climate perturbations, the changes in surface
net radiation, mainly from emission, would be radiated to
space at TOA as a result of too little atmospheric heat
capacity and the short time for the climate to adapt to the
surface change. Thus, the climate system has a strong
tendency that pushes itself back to its equilibrium state
for small short-term climate perturbations by radiation
adjustment. SB09 suggests that this short-term feedback
coefﬁcient should be about 6 W/m2/K. This short-term
feedback fS can be considered as a result of the normal
climate feedback fn superimposed by fast radiative heat
release processes of the climate system with a feedback
coefﬁcient f of  2.7 W/m2/K, i.e., fS =fn +f.
As mentioned in the introduction, the actual climate
system also has certain memories for climate states. These
memories may be a result of different climate physical
processes such as those associated with soil moisture,
frozen soil/snow/ice in cold regions, and oceanic circulations [12]. Thus, a feedback term for climate system
memory fm is added to Eq. (1). This climate memory
feedback comes from a non-instantaneous response of the
climate system and has signiﬁcant contributions to the
climate sensitivity. In this study, we use the average of
surface temperature perturbations during previous time
periods to represent the effect of the climate feedbacks
from memories. Thus, Eq. (1) becomes
Z
dT
fm t
T dt 0 ,
ð2Þ
¼ F þ fS T þ N þS þ
Cp
tm ttm
dt
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radiation and surface temperature to estimate climate
sensitivity, the normal climate state is considered in the
simulations, following SB09. Thus, the forcing term F (e.g.,
anthropogenic radiative forcing) is assumed to be either
zero or known and removed. The key part of this study is
to simulate the climate with and without the memory and
to highlight the potential difﬁculties in the use of only
short-term data in estimations of climate sensitivity.
Variations of global 90-day running means of surface
temperature perturbation with climate radiative heating
sources for a simulated climate system (Eq. (2)) without
memories are shown in Fig. 1. The simulation has run for
100 years, and only the last 10 years of the results are
plotted here. Ten-year simulated results are used because
the record lengths of most analyzed observational
data from major satellite TOA broadband radiation
measurements such as those from the Earth Radiation
Budget Experiment (ERBE) and CERES are generally within
a decade. In this simulation, the short-term feedback
coefﬁcient fS is set to be 6 W/m2/K as suggested by SB09
and mentioned in previous sections. Current simulated
results for this no-memory case are basically the same as
those obtained by SB09, and thus served as the baseline in
the diagnosis of climate radiative feedbacks.
As shown in the ﬁgure, corresponding to individual
TOA net radiation values, there could be multiple surface
temperatures, which reﬂect the chaotic nature of the
climate system that even with similar net radiation
heating to the system, the system still can have signiﬁcantly different internal heat sources and development
processes, resulting in different states. Spiral characteristics of the climate system in its phase space shown in
Fig. 1 mainly represent the basic climate variability of
surface temperature and TOA net radiation and the
tendency of the system to restore its equilibrium state
after certain perturbations. It can be seen that the
statistically-averaged relationship of surface temperature
and TOA net radiation would be much less than that of
model speciﬁed climate feedback (  6 W/m2/K). However,
the linear striations in certain branches of the spirals in
current case could exhibit the climate radiative feedback
feature speciﬁed in the model. The question is if these

where tm is the system memory length. When memory
length tm approaches zero, the memory term reduces to
fmT, which can be merged to the short-term feedback fST
term, i.e., the system has no memory effects. In this case,
our analysis is converged to previous SB09 studies.
Even though Eq. (2) is not in a normal form of linear
different equation (LDE), the total feedback coefﬁcient of
the climate system can be obtained in a manner similar to
a linear equation. For an example, for a forced climate
with forcing F, the asymptotic solution provides: T (tN)= F (t-N)/(fS + fm)=  F (t-N)/ftot, where the total
feedback ftot is the combined result of fS and fm.
3. Results
Since the main goal of this study is to assess the
feasibility in the use of relationships between TOA

Fig. 1. Simulate relationship between global mean surface temperature
and TOA net radiation for a climate system without any memories under
normal climate states. The short-term radiative feedback (fS = fn + f) is set
to be  6 W/m2/K, i.e., the f parameter for fast heat release processes is
assumed to be  2.7 W/m2/K (c.f. the text).
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linear striations can be considered as the general feature
in estimations of climate feedbacks.
Figs. 2–4 plot the same simulations as that of Fig. 1
except climate system memories are concerned. In these
plots, the memory length tm of the climate system is set to
be one year. From GISS global surface temperature
measurements, Lin et al. [12] estimated that the climate
system has at least about eight years of memories. The
reason of one-year memory used in this study is to show

Fig. 2. Same as Fig. 1, except that the radiative feedback from climate
system memories with a feedback coefﬁcient fm  2.0 W/m2/K and
memory length tm 1 year is concerned.

Fig. 3. Same as Fig. 2, except that the feedback coefﬁcient for system
memories fm is set to be 2.7 W/m2/K.

that climate feedbacks do not fully exhibit in the shortterm relationship (or the linear striations) between
surface temperature and TOA net radiation even for a
climate system with a minimal length of memory. The
radiative feedback coefﬁcient fm for the climate system
memories in Figs. 2–4 is  2.0, 2.7 and 3.7 W/m2/K,
respectively. These radiative feedbacks represent climate
systems with total radiative feedbacks varying from very
negative (ftot = 8.0 W/m2/K), neutral (or blackbody
emission, ftot = 3.3 W/m2/K), to slightly positive
(ftot =  2.3 W/m2/K) conditions, respectively. It can be
seen that climate systems with memories still have
signiﬁcant spiral characteristics and linear striation
features as the systems without memories. Furthermore,
the slopes of linear striation in all Figs. 1–4 are very
similar and close to the speciﬁed short-term feedback
coefﬁcient fS ( 6.0 W/m2/K) in the model. This result
reﬂects the short-term (or fast) climate radiative
responses to surface temperature variations or the
tendency of climate system to reach its equilibrium
state in short-time scales. During a short time period,
there could be signiﬁcant global surface temperature
ﬂuctuations. But the averaged temperature change during
this period should be small. Thus, long-term feedbacks
would be signiﬁcantly weaker compared to short-term
feedbacks during this period and cannot be detected by
short-term observations.
The difference among Figs. 1–4 is the phase space
occupied by the relationships of surface temperature and
TOA net radiation. As expected the stronger the total
negative feedbacks, the narrower the surface temperature
and the wider the TOA radiation variations are. Compared
to the results shown in Figs. 2–4, the simulated spiral and
striation features for climate systems with longer memories
(not shown here) are even closer to those without memory
case. The longer the memory or the feedback processes, the
weaker the signals may exhibit in short time scales.
These simulated results demonstrate that the linear
striations in phase space may not reﬂect true radiative
feedbacks of the climate system for a climate system with
certain memories. Long-term observed and model data
are critical for climate feedback diagnoses. The analysis of
only short-term variations could lead signiﬁcant errors in
estimations of climate sensitivity.

4. Conclusions

Fig. 4. Same as Fig. 2, except that the feedback coefﬁcient for system
memories fm is set to be 3.7 W/m2/K.

Increasing knowledge of climate radiative feedbacks and
reducing uncertainties of climate sensitivity is critical for
climate studies. This work focuses on the short-term
relationships between global mean surface temperature
and TOA net radiation (or the linear striation features in
phase space) that may represent actual climate feedback
characteristics as suggested by some recent studies. Current
study uses basically the same energy balance model as
SB09. The signiﬁcant difference between current analysis
and previous energy balance models is that climate system
memories are considered because the actual climate system
has certain memories for its states as exhibited in the
measurements of global mean surface temperature.
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Based on the simulated results of the energy balance
model, certain branches in spirals of the relationship
between global mean surface temperature and TOA net
radiation might represent climate feedbacks when the
system had no any memories. However, climate systems
with the same short-term feedbacks but different
memories would have similar linear striation features.
These linear striation features reﬂect only the fast
response part of climate feedbacks and do not represent
the total climate feedback even when the system memory
length is minimal. The potential errors in the use of shortterm relationships of global mean surface temperature
and TOA net radiation in estimations of climate sensitivity
could be big. In short time scales, fast climate processes
may overwhelm long-term response of the climate system
introduced by its memories. Thus, the  6.0 W/m2/K
climate radiative feedback parameter estimated from
CERES short-term measurements might not be considered
as the total feedback parameter, and its predicted
corresponding 0.6 K potential warming for the 2  CO2
atmosphere (3.7 W/m2 forcing) may not be reliable. More
importantly, as discussed in [12], climate feedbacks and
sensitivities strongly depend on time scales. Different
time scales have different inherent climate physical,
chemical and biological processes and thus, could have
different memories, feedbacks and sensitivities. The
climate feedbacks and sensitivities observed at one time
scale generally cannot represent climate processes
at other time scales. These results also suggest that
long-term observations of global surface temperature and
TOA radiation are critical in the understandings of climate
feedbacks and sensitivities.
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